FEATURE PACKED
WIDE AREA VAC
Make quick
work of large areas!

Wide Area Vacuum
Item # PF2030

THE PF2030 WIDE AREA VACUUM CLEANS
UP TO 10,000 SQUARE FEET PER HOUR

• Dual 1 hp vacuum motors have excellent cleaning power
  with 224 CFM and an 1800 RPM brush that loosens ground
  in dirt and revives compressed carpet

• Quiet 70 dBA noise level is safe for operators and building
  occupants alike - meets LEED requirements

• Wide 30” cleaning path and 75’ power cord maximizes
  working area

• Adjustable brush roll with 5 pile settings
30" CLEANING PATH
The PF2030 wide area vacuum is a feature-packed and powerful wide area vacuum that will help you tackle the largest carpeted areas including convention centers, airports and hotels. Its 30” cleaning path makes quick work of large areas by doing the work of 3 vacuums in one pass. The PF2030 includes our 4-stage filtration technology, filtering 98.6% of dust and debris particles down to .3 microns. This wide area vacuum is a must have for all large applications.

FOUR STAGE CLEAN-AIR FILTRATION
The PF2030 delivers true clean-air filtration down to .3 microns with 98.36% efficiency using a four-stage filtration process:

Stage 1: Enclosed within the rotationally-molded housing is a disposable paper filter bag. This bag makes disposal and replacement clean and efficient.

Stage 2: For added filtration, a bag-in-bag design, encloses the paper filter within a durable, reusable cloth filter bag.

Stage 3: Each of the two vac motors is fitted with an intake filter for a third stage of filtration.

Stage 4: A high-performance filter cartridge is located at the motor exhaust, ensuring clean-air performance. The combined efficiency of these four stages of filtration delivers clean-air performance that will reward you with cleaner carpets and a healthier environment.